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Inventions and discoveries, yes we al have read about the many inventions and discoveries made
by great scientists that have changed the way we live on this earth today. Inventing the bulb,
invention of the television, the telephone or the discovery of North Pole and South Pole, discovery of
the penicillin, all these have been landmark moments for the world. Nevertheless, ever thought
apart from these landmark inventions and discoveries, there are many more small and big things
that have made our lives convenient and better.

One such invention is the invention of counter tops. What are counter tops? The horizontally raised
worktops that we see around our homes, kitchens, bathrooms, and sometimes even our bedrooms
are called counter tops. These high utility work surfaces are prolifically used for cutting, chopping,
cooking and sometimes resting electronics and utensils. With time, counter tops too have evolved.
The look and feel of counter tops has changed and more and more themes around using counter
tops in different parts of the home are developed.

The element that has been of maximum help in order to reinvent and redesign the usage of counter
tops around the homes is laminate. Laminates are nothing but basic wooden films that were at one
point in time used as the layering on our tables and chairs. However, just as the counter tops have
evolved, laminates too have changed the way they were being used. Today, one of the best counter
top varieties is laminate counter top. When a counter top is given the final finishing with a designer
laminates film, it becomes a laminate counter top. The advantages of using laminate counter top are
many.

Laminate counter top are extremely popular for the look they impart to the space. If they are used in
the kitchen then walnut textured laminate counter top hide the flaws of the kitchen and impart your
kitchen a vibrant look. If used for kitchen tabletop then the high pressure laminate variety will ensure
there are no unnecessary cracks of crevices on the worktop making it appear ugly and shabby.

In fact, high pressure laminate counter top are so multipurpose and useful that it makes for an apt
product for usage as store fixtures. Extremely popular for there pressure bearing ability and
decorative surface, high pressure laminates are the best choice and one of the best available
ranges in the entire store fixtures family. Other important store fixtures are cubicles, flexible
partitions, wall cabinets etc. Now coming back to our core thought, thanks to those who invented
such a high utility product like the counter tops as life otherwise would have been extremely difficult.
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam a laminate counter top are of high aesthetic value, are sustainable, eco-friendly and
immensely durable. Greenlam offered a store fixtures, compact grade laminates and high pressure
laminates are hugely popular in the market. For more visit Greenlam.com/Singapore.
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